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FUEL AMERICA
-Submitted by Michelle Kautz, Deputy Director of the National 

Ethanol Vehicle Coalition
The United States imported a staggering 382.7 million barrels of oil 

in June 2008, according to a U.S. Census Bureau report.   As imported 
oil continues to grow, the export of U.S. wealth is staggering, an 
estimated $700 billion per year.  There is however, an alternative that 
can lessen this dependency on our foreign addiction, assist in cleaning 
the air we breathe, and help our economy.  The alternative is E85.  A 
blend of 85 percent ethanol and 15 percent petroleum.

Ethanol is a high octane, liquid, domestic and renewable fuel, 
produced by the fermentation of plant sugars. In the United States, 
ethanol is typically produced from corn and other grain products, 
although in the future it may be economically produced from other 
biomass resources such as agricultural and forestry wastes or specially 
grown energy crops. 

Texas boasts nearly 600,000 of the 7 million E85 compatible 
vehicles, also called flexible-fuel vehicles (FFVs), on American 
roads.  These vehicles are currently being produced by Chrysler, 
Ford, General Motors, Nissan, and Toyota.  FFVs can be fueled with 
100 percent gasoline and up to 85 percent ethanol.  Fueling between 
the two products is driver transparent; no switches need to be flipped 
or buttons turned.  A sensor within the vehicle’s computer system 
“reads” the fuel that is contained within the vehicle and calibrates 
the engine properly.  

Over 1,750 fueling facilities sell E85 across the U.S.  A complete 
listing of E85 fueling facilities and all FFVs can be found on the 
National Ethanol Vehicle Coalition (NEVC) website at www.E85Fuel.
com.

So, if you’re fed up with imported oil and the export of our wealth, 
check and see if you are driving a flexible fuel vehicle.  If so, fill up 
next time with E85 and support America!

The NEVC is the nation’s primary advocate of E85 as an alternative 
transportation fuel.  The organization assists retailers in installing E85 
infrastructure and educates consumers and fleets on the benefits of 
the clean, renewable fuel. It is supported by many members including 
all FFV automobile manufacturers, corn growers, ethanol producers 
and many more.  

October Events at the 
Wildflower Center

Fall Plant Sale & Gardening Festival
Members Preview  1 to 7 p.m. Friday, October 17
Public Sale  9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday, October 18 
and 19

Select from the best assortment of native plants, shrubs and trees. 
Heritage trees from the Lyndon B. Johnson National Historic Park. 
Bring a wagon.  Plant list at www.wildflower.org.  Book signings 
in the store and author Roy Morey lectures on Little Big Bend at 
11 a.m. Friday.

Goblins in the Garden 
4 to 7 p.m. Sunday, October 26

Spooky fun in our haunted gardens.  Enjoy the not so scary 
Scarecrow Exhibit and the Punkin’ Patch.  Free treats in the store 
for all children under 12 and drawing for prizes. Admission, $7 
adults, $6 seniors and students, $3 children 5 through 12, members 
and children under 5 free. 

Nature Nights – Spiders
6 to 9 p.m. Friday, October 10 

Family fun with “Spider Joe” Lapp, and Dave Moellendorf of 
the Austin Arachnological Services and some of their friends. $1 
admission, 

Art by Linda Calvert Jacobson
Saturday, October 18, through Sunday, December 14

Paintings by one of Central Texas’ most exciting artists. At the 
McDermott Learning Center.  Meet the artist from noon to 2 p.m. 
October 18.
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EMERGENCY NUMBERS
EMERGENCY  .................................................................. 911
Ambulance / Fire ................................................................ 911
SChOOLS
Dripping Springs ISD ....................................... 512-858-3098
Dripping Springs Elementary ........................... 512-858-3700
Walnut Springs Elementary .............................. 512-858-3800
Rooster Springs Elementary ............................. 512-465-6200
Dripping Springs Middle School ...................... 512-858-3400
Dripping Springs High School .......................... 512-858-3100
UtILItIES
Water – WCID # 1 & 2 ..................................... 512-246-0498
Trash – Texas Disposal ..................................... 512-246-0498
Gas – Texas Community Propane ..................... 512-272-5503
Electricity – Pedernales Electric ....................... 512-858-5611
OthER
Oak Hill Post Office  ..........................................512-892-2794
Animal Control ..................................................512-393-7896
NEwSLEttER PUBLIShER
Peel, Inc. .............................................................512-263-9181
Article Submissions .............................. articles@peelinc.com
Advertising ...................................... advertising@peelinc.com

BELtERRA MOtORCYCLE OwNERS:  If you are 
looking for someone to ride with on day trips (2 hours out 
– lunch – 2 hours back) in the greater Austin area, please Email 
tonyque@yahoo.com

 Personal Classifieds

Not Avaliable Online

512-894-0013 • www.olyeller.com

Full Landscape
  Design/Installation

Flagstone Patios

Outdoor Kitchens,
        Pergolas, Fireplaces

Water Features

Masonry, Stucco,
  Rockwork, Brick, 
  Concrete

Outdoor Lighting













Now is a GREaT TimE
To iNsTall youR haRdscapEs !

Mention This Ad & Receive
10% off all hardscape installations.

$100 off all landscape designs. 
expires
11/1/08
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Elegant Sophistication in Beauty
Serving Austin for 33 Years

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
BUY ON-LINE

azizsalon.com

NEW SOUTH LOCATION NOW OPEN!
5400 BRODIE LANE IN ACADEMY SHOPPING CTR.,

NEXT TO BED, BATH & BEYOND 512-891-0420

Day Of Beauty Makeovers
Hair Designers
Master Color Specialists
Curly Hair Experts
Professional Manicures/Pedicures
Spa Packages
Skin Facial Services 
IPL/Photofacial Rejuvenation 
Laser/IPL Hair Removal
Refreshing Spa/Body Treatments 
Professional Waxing
Extraordinary Massage Services

Downtown Salon located at 710 W. 7th St.  512-476-4131

Discount

R AT E S
without discount

S E R V I C E .
It’s no accident more people trust 
State Farm to insure their cars. 
Call today.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company (Not in NJ), Bloomington, IL
P040034  12/04

Lee Ann LaBorde, Agent
8400 Brodie Lane, Suite 105
Austin, TX 78745-8161
Bus: 512-282-3100
lee.a.laborde.b32a@statefarm.com

College Costs Are Rising—Are You Keeping Pace?
Submitted by Rich Keith

costs each year and a child entering college at age 18.)
But don’t despair. While college costs are rising, many colleges 

still remain affordable. The College Board® reports that 45% of 
students attending a four-year public college pay less than $6,000 in 
tuition and fees, and 89% of students attending a public college pay 
less than $12,000.  So college is still within reach for most families, 
but especially for those that start saving for it early. 

Saving for College with Compounding
 Don’t be daunted by the amount you may have to save. Small 
amounts of money, if invested early, can become sizable investments 
through the remarkable power of compounding. For example, if you 
save $200 a month at an 8% annual rate of return for your newborn 
child, you will have over $96,000 for college when she turns 18. 

Financial Aid and Savings 
 As part of saving for college, you need to know whether your child 
will be eligible for financial aid, which reduces what you may need 
to save for college.  You also should be aware, however, that saving 
for college might impact financial aid.  See your financial advisor or 
college financial aid specialist for details.

If you have kids, you want a college education for them. But—do 
you know how much college costs?  Do you know how much you 
need to save?  Do you know the many different tax-advantaged ways 
to save for college?  We will explore the information you need to 
wisely save and invest for college. You can make a college education 
an affordable choice for you or your child. 

We all know that college costs are rising. For 2007-2008, The 
College Board® reports that the average cost for tuition and fees at 
private four-year colleges is $23,712, up 6.3% over last year. Although 
the $6,185 average cost of tuition and fees at a four-year public college 
is a lot less, these costs are up 6.6% from last year. In the past 5 years, 
the average cost of tuition and fees has risen by 31% at private four-
year colleges and 51% at four-year public colleges.

If college costs were to increase by just 5% per year, in 10 years the 
average cost of tuition and fees at a four-year private college would be 
$38,624 each year, and the average cost at a four-year public college 
would be $10,075. That’s a four-year total of more than $40,299 for a 
public college and nearly $154,497 for a private school—and this is 
just tuition and fees! For 2007-2008, The College Board® reports that 
room and board charges average $8,595 at four-year private colleges 
and $7,404 at four-year public colleges. (Source: Trends in College 
Pricing 2007, The College Board®. Assumes a 5% increase in college  (Continued on page 4)
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College Saving while Saving taxes  
 Once you determine how much you need to save or can afford to 
save, you need to decide what types of college saving vehicles you 
want to use. In addition to mutual funds, regular brokerage accounts 
and bank savings accounts, there are now a number of tax-advantaged 
alternatives available to help you save for college. Get the facts about 
each of the options, and decide which type might be right for you:  
529 plans, prepaid tuition plans, college savings plans, Coverdell 
Education Savings Accounts, custodial accounts and US Savings 
Bonds.  Next month:  The 529 plan and more.  For more information 
contact Rich Keith (512) 266-8498.  Sources: Trends in College 
Pricing 2007, The College Board®, Trends in Student Aid 2007, The 
College Board®, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.

Advertising Information 
Please support the businesses that advertise in The Bulletin. Their 
advertising dollars make it possible for all Belterra residents 
to receive the monthly newsletter at no charge.  If you would 
like to support the newsletter by advertising, please contact our 
sales office at 512-263-9181 or advertising@PEELinc.com. The 
advertising deadline is the 10th of each month for the following 
month's newsletter.

Please drive slowly and watch out 
for "Trick-Or-Treaters" on Friday, 

October 31st!
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“I really love my Invisible Fence®

because it keeps me safe at home and
it gives me the freedom to be a dog.”

– Willie Boy, Austin, TX –

Nicole Peel
Broker/Owner

Office #: 512-249-6299
Mobile #: 512-740-2300

Flat Fee listiNg OPtiONs

Buyer reBate PrOgraM

www.Vallurerealty.com

 School is back in session. Please be aware 
of children walking and biking to and from 
school. Of course, we want all children to 
be safe and school buses are relatively safe. 
However, accidents and injuries involving 
school buses do happen. More often than 
not these injuries happen when children are 
entering or exiting the bus. Here are some 
safety tips for school bus riders.
• Have a safe place to wait for the bus, away 

from traffic and the street.
• Stay away from the bus until it comes to a 

complete stop and the driver signals you to 
enter.

• Hold onto the handrails when entering or 
exiting the bus.

• Once on the bus, take your seat and remain 
seated face forward.

• Talk quietly so that you don’t distract the 
driver.

• Never throw things on the bus and keep 
your hands to yourself.

• When you exit the bus, take ten giant steps 
away from the bus. When you are closer 
than 10 feet from the bus, the driver might 
not see you. This is known as the DANGER 
ZONE.

• If you forget something on the bus, do not 
return to the bus to get it. The driver might 
not see you.

• Be aware of the street traffic around you.
• If you need to cross the street, cross in front 

of the bus never behind the bus.
 Motorists should follow safety rules around 
school buses. Yellow flashing lights indicate 
that the bus is preparing to stop. Motorists 
should slow down and be prepared to stop. 
Red flashing lights indicate that the bus has 
stopped and that children are getting on or 
off. Motorists must stop their cars and wait 
until the red flashing lights are turned off.
Here are a few more traffic safety tips for 
motorists.
• When backing out of the driveway or 

garage, watch out for children.
• When driving through neighborhoods 

and especially in school zones, watch out 
for children. Children don’t always pay 
attention to traffic and don’t always know 
that motorists have trouble seeing them.

• Slow down. Watch out for children walking 
or playing in the street.

• Be alert and ready to stop. Children 
sometimes dart into the street.
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Newsletter Article Submissions
 Interested in submitting an article?  You can do so by emailing 
belterra@peelinc.com or by going to http://www.peelinc.
com/articleSubmit.php.  All news must be received by the 9th 
of the month prior to the issue.  So if you are involved with a 
school group, scouts, sports etc – please submit your articles 
for The Bulletin.  Personal news for the Stork Report, Teenage 
Job Seekers, special celebrations and military service are also 
welcome.

Send Us Your 
Event Pictures!!

 Do you have a picture of an event 
that you would like to run in The 
Bulletin?  Send it to us and we will publish 
it in the next issue.  Email the picture to 
belterra@peelinc.com.  Be sure to include 
the text that you would like to have as the caption.  Pictures 
will appear in color online at www.PEELinc.com.

Responsible. Experienced. Reliable.
Eamon Maguire

 Capable 13 year old boy looking to exercise your dog!

 My name is Eamon and I am a 7th Grader at Dripping Springs 
Middle School living in Belterra. I am currently responsible for 
and care for my own two dogs.

 I am familiar with the hiking trails in Belterra and the need for 
dogs to get out and take long leash walks or to just throw the ball 
and give them the exercise and attention they crave.

 If you are interested please send 
an email to :
  Eamon Maguire
           aim2go@gmail.com

 Thanks you for your time and 
consideration.
 Yours Truly
 Eamon

Do You have Reason
to Celebrate?

We want to hear from you! Email belterra@
peelinc.com to let the community know!

Classified Ads
Personal classifieds (one time sell items, such as a used bike...) 
run at no charge to Belterra residents, limit 30 words, please 
e-mail belterra@peelinc.com.
Business classifieds (offering a service or product line for profit) 
are $50, limit 40 words, please contact Peel, Inc. Sales Office 
@ 512-263-9181 or advertising@PEELinc.com.
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Eco-friendly, environmentally responsible.

ABC is Austin’s premier-no-doubt-about-it-best-there-is-why-

bother-calling-anyone-else, holiday light company.  Whether

it’s lights on the roof, lights above the door or lights around

the windows, ABC will ensure your lights look great, and most

importantly… better than your neighbor’s.  For holiday light

installations, call ABC today.

Holiday
Lights Made

Easy

(512) 837.9500 | goanteater.com

Advertise 
Your Business Here

888-687-6444

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of their authors 
and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its employees. Peel, Inc. is not 
responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in articles submitted by others. The publisher 
also assumes no responsibility for the advertising content with this publication. All warranties 
and representations made in the advertising content are solely that of the advertiser and any 
such claims regarding its content should be taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints or failure to 
place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher assumes 
no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes, except as limited 
to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of misinformation, a printed 
retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or 
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other 
liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner, except 
as limited to liabilities stated above.

Mini Cheesecakes
Ingredients
12 vanilla wafers   ½ C sugar
1 8 oz. packages cream cheese, 1 tsp. vanilla 
 softened   2 eggs

Directions
Line muffin tin with foil liners.
Place one vanilla wafer in each liner. Mix cream cheese, 

vanilla, and sugar on medium speed until well-blended. Add 
eggs. Mix well. Pour over wafers, filling 3/4 full. Bake 25 
min. at 325º.

Remove from pan when cool. Chill. Top with fruit, preserves, 
nuts or chocolate.

 

If you would like to submit YOUR recipe
 email it to articles@peelinc.com.
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Reprinted with permission from the 
American Council on Exercise

Contrary to popular belief, women 
aren’t the only ones with biological 
clocks. We all have them, and heed 
their ticking on a daily basis. If you are a 
regular exerciser, you may have already 
determined your most productive time to 
exercise and follow a routine that works 
best for you. On the other hand, if your 
exercise time varies from day to day, and 
it’s wearing you out instead of pumping 
you up, you may be interested in the 
work of scientists who are studying the 
proverbial internal clock and how to best 
determine what time of day you should 
schedule your workouts.

RHYTHM: IT’S NOT
JUST FOR DANCING

The secret appears to lie in circadian 
rhythms, the daily cycles that our bodies 
follow. These rhythms originate in the 
hypothalamus and regulate everything 
from body temperature and metabolism 
to blood pressure. The rhythms result 
from the firing rate of neurons. They 
have conformed to our 24-hour light-to-
dark cycle, and may be regulated and 
reregulated each day according to the 
environment.

WARM IS BETTER
It is the influence of circadian rhythms 

on body temperature that seems to 
yield the most control over the quality 
of a workout. When body temperature 
is at its highest, your workouts will 
likely be more  productive; when your 
temperature is low, chances are your 
exercise session may be less than optimal. 
Body temperature is at its lowest about 
one to three hours before before most of 

exercise is adaptive to circadian rhythms. 
In other words, consistently training in the 
morning will allow you to sustain exercise 
during a morning marathon longer than if 
you train in the evening.

THE BEST TIME TO EXERCISE
us wake up in the morning, in contrast 
to late afternoon when body temperature 
reaches its peak. (To determine your own 
circadian peak, refer to the box to the 
right.) Studies have consistently shown 
that exercise during these late-in-the-
day hours produces better performance 
and more power. Muscles are warm and 
more flexible, perceived exertion is low, 
reaction time is quicker, strength is at its 
peak, and resting heart rate and blood 
pressure are low.

DON’T FIX IT IF IT’S NOT BROKEN
First of all, don’t change your schedule 

if you feel good beginning your day with 
exercise. Everyone agrees that exercise at 
any time is better than no exercise at all. In 
fact, people who exercise in the morning 
are more successful at making it a habit. 
And though it has been suggested that 
morning exercise may put some people 
at higher risk for heart attack, further 
research indicates that there is simply a 
generalized increased risk of heart attacks 
in the morning. If your schedule favors an 
early workout, emphasize stretching and 
a good warm-up to insure that your body 
is ready for action.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
If stress relief is your goal, exercise 

always works, all the time. And if you’re 
wondering when it’s best to train for an 
upcoming event, it all depends on what 
time you’ll actually be competing. If an 
upcoming marathon begins at 7:00 a.m., 
try training at that time of day. Though 
training at any time of day will raise 
performance levels, research has shown 
that the ability to maintain sustained 

Find Your Peak
 To determine your own circadian 
peak in body temperature, record your 
temperature every couple of hours for five 
to six consecutive days. Body temperature 
usually fluctuates by plus or minus 1.5 
degrees throughout the day. Try exercising 
during the period three hours before and 
after your highest temperature. If you are 
an early bird or a night owl, you may 
notice that your temperature peaks one 
to two hours before or after the norm 
(between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.); you can 
adjust your exercise time accordingly.
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Are you reAdy for SuMMer?

Mr. Cool HVAC
Do You Know a DirtY
air ConDitioner Can...
Spread dust, mites, allergens, 
mold and foul smells? Cause 
water leaks and damaged 
ceilings? easily consumes more 
electricity than a clean one?

A/C & Heater Check-Ups
Servicing all Makes and Models.

In Your Area.
Family Owned and Operated

Out of Oak Hill.

$25.00
Complete Check-Up

A/C and Heater
no Bull! ($65.00 Value)

VAlUAble COUpOn
brian Weiss

445-0412
Honest. Dependable Service. Serving austin for 18 years.taCLB013299C

help Your Child Get Organized
and toothpaste. Turn on the water.

2. Staying focused: Dentists say to brush for 3 minutes, so that means 
keep brushing, even if you hear a really good song on the radio 
or you remember that you wanted to call your friend. Concentrate 
and remember what the dentist told you about brushing away from 
your gums.

3. Getting it done: If you do steps 1 and 2, step 3 almost takes care 
of itself. Hurray, your 3 minutes are up and your teeth are clean! 
Getting it done means finishing up and putting on the finishing 
touches. With teeth brushing, that would be stuff like turning off 
the water, putting away the toothbrush and paste, and making sure 
there's no toothpaste foam on your face!

With a more complex task, like completing a book report, the 
steps would become more involved, but the basic elements remain 
the same.
here's how you might walk your child through the steps:
1. Getting Organized:

Explain that this step is all about getting ready. It's about figuring 
out what kids need to do and gathering any necessary items. For 
instance: "So you have a book report to write. What do you need 
to do to get started?" 
Help your child make 
a list of things like: 
Choose a book. Make 
sure the book is OK 
with the teacher. Write 
down the book and the 
author's name. Check 
the book out of the 
library.

Mark the due date on a 
calendar.

Then help your child 
think of the supplies 
needed: The book, some 
note cards, a pen for 

Most kids generate a little chaos and disorganization. Yours might 
flit from one thing to the next — forgetting books at school, leaving 
towels on the floor, and failing to finish projects once started.

You'd like them to be more organized and to stay focused on tasks, 
such as homework. Is it possible?

Yes, it is. A few kids seem naturally organized, but for the rest, 
organization is a skill learned over time. With help and some practice, 
kids can develop an effective approach to getting stuff done. And 
you're the perfect person to teach your child, even if you don't feel 
all that organized yourself!
Easy as 1-2-3
For kids, all tasks can be broken down into a 1-2-3 process.
1. Getting organized means a kid gets where he or she needs
to be and gathers the supplies needed to complete the task.
2. Staying focused means sticking with the task and learning to say 

"no" to distractions.
3. Getting it done means finishing up, checking your work, and putting 

on the finishing touches, like remembering to put a homework 
paper in the right folder and putting the folder inside the backpack 
so it's ready for the next day.
Once kids know these steps — and how to apply them — they 

can start tackling tasks more independently. That means homework, 
chores, and other tasks will get done with increasing consistency and 
efficiency. Of course, kids will still need parental help and guidance, 
but you probably won't have to nag as much.

Not only is it practical to teach these skills, but knowing how to get 
stuff done will help your child feel more competent and effective. 
Kids feel self-confident and proud when they're able to accomplish

their tasks and responsibilities. They're also sure to be pleased 
when they find they have some extra free time to do what they'd 
like to do.
From teeth Brushing to Book Reports
To get started, introduce the 1-2-3 method and help your child practice 
it in daily life. Even something as simple as brushing teeth requires 
this approach, so you might use this example when
introducing the concept:
1. Getting organized: Go to the bathroom and get out your toothbrush (Continued on Page 10)

Not Avaliable Online
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BADGER
CUSTOM HOMES

From Our Family To Yours
Badger Custom Homes

»    Specializing in Hill Country and unique architecture
»    Family-owned, dependable and honest
»    Owner oversees every project
»    Over 10 years building experience in the Austin area
»    Available for remodels

Visit our website for past and present projects: www.BadgerCustomHomes.com
Call us to help plan your dream home.  512-809-7787

taking notes, the teacher's list of questions to answer, and a report cover. 
Have your child gather the supplies where the work will take place.

As the project progresses, show your child how to use the list 
to check off what's already done and get ready for what's next. 
Demonstrate how to add to the list, too. Coach your child to think, 
"OK, I did these things. Now, what's next? Oh yeah, start reading the 
book" and to add things to the list like finish the book, read over my 
teacher's directions, start writing the report.
2. Staying Focused:

Explain that this part is about doing it and sticking with the job. 
Tell kids this means doing what you're supposed to do, following 
what's on the list, and sticking with it.
It also means focusing when there's something else your child 

would rather be doing — the hardest part of all! Help kids learn how 
to handle and resist these inevitable temptations. While working on 
the report, a competing idea might pop into your child's head: "I feel 
like shooting some hoops now."

Teach kids to challenge that impulse by asking themselves "Is that 
what I'm supposed to be doing?"

Explain that a tiny break to stretch a little and then get right back 
to the task at hand is OK. Then kids can make a plan to shoot hoops 
after the work is done. Let them know that staying focused is tough 
sometimes, but it gets easier with practice.
3. Getting it Done:

Explain that this is the part when kids will be finishing up the job. 
Talk about things like copying work neatly and asking a parent to 
read it over to help find any mistakes. Coach your child to take 
those important final steps: putting his or her name on the report, 
placing it in a report cover, putting the report in the correct school 
folder, and putting the folder in the backpack so it's ready to be 
turned in.

how to Start
here are some tips on how to begin teaching the 1-2-3 process:
help Your Child Get Organized
Introduce the Idea
 Start the conversation by using the examples above and show your 
child the kids' article Organize, Focus, Get It Done. Read it together 
and ask for reactions. Will it be easy or hard? Is he or she already doing 

some of it? Is there something he or she would like to get better at?
Go for Some Buy-In

Brainstorm about what might be easier or better if your child was 
more organized and focused.

Maybe homework would get done faster, there would be more play 
time, and there would be less nagging about chores. Then there's the 
added bonus of your child feeling proud and you being proud, too.
Set Expectations
 Be clear, in a kind way, that you expect your kids to work on these 
skills and that you'll be there to help along the way.
Make a Plan
 Decide on one thing to focus on first. You can come up with three 
things and let your child choose one. Or if homework or a particular 
chore has been a problem, that's the natural place to begin.
Get Comfortable in Your Role
 For the best results, you'll want to be a low-key coach. You can 
ask questions that will help kids get on track and stay there. But use 
these questions to prompt their thought process about what needs to 
be done. Praise progress, but don't go overboard. The self-satisfaction 
kids will feel will be a more powerful motivator. Also, be sure to ask 
your child's opinion of how things are going so far.
Start Thinking in Questions
 Though you might not realize it, every time you take on a task, you 
ask yourself questions and then answer them with thoughts and actions. 
If you want to unload groceries from the car, you ask yourself:

Q: Did I get them all out of the trunk?
A: No. I'll go get the rest.
Q: Did I close the trunk?
A: Yes.
Q: Where's the milk and ice cream? I need to put them away first.
A: Done. Now, what's next?
Encourage kids to start seeing tasks as a series of questions and 

answers. Suggest that they ask these questions out loud and then 
answer them. These questions are the ones you hope will eventually 
live inside a child's head. And with practice, they'll learn to ask them 
without being prompted.

Work together to come up with questions that need to be asked 

(Continued on Page 11)
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so the chosen task can be 
completed. You might even 
jot them down on index cards. 
Start by asking the questions 
and having your child answer. 
Later, transfer responsibility 
for the questions from you to 
your child.
things to Remember

It will take time to teach kids 
how to break down tasks into 
steps. It also will take time for 
them to learn how to apply 
these skills to what needs to 
be done. Sometimes, it will 
seem simpler just to do it for 
them. It certainly would take 
less time. But the trouble is 
that kids don't learn how to be 
independent and successful if 
their parents swoop in every 
time a situation is challenging 
or complex.

here's why it's worth your time and effort:
• Kids learn new skills that they'll need — how to pour a bowl of cereal, 

tie shoes, match clothes, complete a homework assignment.
• They'll develop a sense of independence. The child who dresses 

himself or herself today at age 4 feels like a big kid. It's a good 
feeling that will deepen over time as they learn to do even more 
without help. From these good feelings, kids begin to form a belief 
about themselves. In short, "I can do it."

• Your firm but kind expectations that your kids should start tackling 
certain jobs on their own send a strong message. You reinforce 
their independence and encourage them to accept a

certain level of responsibility. Kids learn that others will set 
expectations and that they can meet them.

• This kind of teaching can be a very loving gesture. You're taking 
the time to show your child how to do something — with interest, 
patience, love, kindness, and his or her best interests at heart. This 
will make kids feel cared for and loved. Think of it as filling up a 
child's toolbox with crucial life tools.

Reviewed by: D'Arcy Lyness, PhD
Date reviewed: August 2005
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This information was provided by KidsHealth, one of the largest resources 
online for medically reviewed health information written for parents, kids, 
and teens. For more articles like this one, visit www.KidsHealth.org or 
www.TeensHealth.org.  ©1995-2006. The Nemours Foundation
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I’ve got
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covered!
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covered!

Does your current homeowner policy... 
Cover HOA loss assessment?
Help you get your stolen identity back?
Provide $0 deductible for broken windows?
Provide water damage up to the dwelling limit including the foundation?
Provide 120% extended replacement cost?
Provide world class claims service?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Barry LaRue CPCU
Insurance & Financial Services Agent

2499 S Cap TX Hwy Bldg A-106 - Austin, TX 78746

(512) 288-7070 - blarue@farmersagent.com

Before you renew your existing homeowner policy, please call or email
me to discuss the features of our Texas Family Homeowner Policy.  


